
Class VI (Ch. 1 & 2) 

Activities: Level -1 

Activity – 1: Spell Bee 

1. TROUSER 11.WRINKLED 

2. CONSULTED 12.SQUEALED 

3. OBSERVING 13. SEMESTER 

4. NINETENDO 14.SHRIEKED 

5. EXTENT 15. HAMPER 

6. IGNORAMUS 16. BLEARY 

7. BRITCHES 17. WRINKLED 

8. FIERCE 18. REALISED 
9. FRIGHTENED 19. GROCERIES 

10. CLIFFS 20. FRANKLY 

                                                  ACTIVITY – 2 : GUESS WHAT ? 

Given below are the meanings of some words. Read the meaning and the clue and guess the word – 

1. Short, high pitched cry – (8 letter word beginning with S) 

------------------------------------- . 

2. A cloth used for washing dishes – (9 letter word beginning with D) --------------------------------. 

3. A basket with a lid – (6 letter word beginning with H) 

-------------------------------------- . 

4. A work that must be done – (6 letter word beginning with C) 

----------------------------------- . 

5. Feelings about someone or something – (8 letter word beginning with A) ---------------------------. 

6. Move quickly, suddenly – (6 letter word beginning with D) 

-----------------------. 

7. To be brave enough to do something (5 letter word beginning with D) --------------------. 

8. A steep , high rock - (5 letter word beginning with C)  

-------------------. 

9. Feeling weak and dizzy – (5 letter word beginning with F) 

----------------------------. 

10. Physical ease and relaxation (11 letter word beginning with C) ---------------------------. 

ACTIVITY – 3 : WHAT FITS BEST? 

1. The king told the Rishi the ----------------- of the two birds. 

i) Story    ii) storey 

2. You are --------------- sir.  

i) Write    ii) right 

3. He ran into some friends on the way back and didn’t return for ------------ some-time. 

i) Quiet  ii) quite 

4. I don’t like to --------------------the child along with the mongoose. 

i) Live  ii) leave 

5. The baby is ------------------------. 

i) Sleeping   ii) slipping 

6. His teachers smiled and were full of ---------------------. 

i) Prays   ii)  praise 



7. I want a master who is stronger ---------------- anyone on earth.    i) than     ii)then 

8. I don’t ------------------ why he is shouting. 

i) No      ii) know 

9. He cleaned his room, did his ------------------------, was cheerful, never rude, like he had developed 

new whole, new attitude. i) chores   ii) course 

10. You ------------------ in the end, Patrick still thought that he’d made the tiny man do all his homework. 

i) See    ii) sea   

                                      Activity 4: ANTONYMS 

1. Cry -                                         
A) Weep 
B) Laugh 
C) Sob 
D)Wail 

2. Dead- 
a) Expire 
b) Alive 
c) Total 

             d)Departed 

3. Unaware- 
a) Ignorant 
b) Unknowingly 
c) Aware 
d) Unconscious 

 

4. Sleep- 
a) Awake 
b) Nap 
c) Doze 

Rest 

5. Answer- 
a) Question 
b) Reply 
c) Response 
d) Report 

 

6. Different-  
a) Unlike 
b) Same 
c) Separate 
d) Individual 

 
 

7. Cursed- 
a) Doomed 
b) Damned 
c) Blessed 
d) Malison 

 

8. Began- 
a) Started 
b) Ended 
c) Created 
d) Caused 

 

9. Full-  
a) Empty 
b) Quite 
c) Right 
d) Straight 

 

10. Heavy-  
a) Dense 
b) Light 
c) Weight 
d) Big 

 
 

                                  

                                       

 



                                  ACTIVITY 5 : Where I am going wrong? 

One fragment of the sentence is incorrect. Underline the fragment which you think is incorrect. In case you 

find all fragments correct, underline the last option – No error 

1. A) Both the babies and the mongoose grow .b) in 5 or 6 months c) the mongoose d) had grown e) to 

its full size. 

2. A) He ran into some friends b) on the way back c) and didn’t returned d) for quite some-time. E) No 

error. 

3. A) Its as sweet as b) our baby and c) they are d) the best of friends, e) you know.  

4. A) The farmer’s wife b) finished his shopping c) and came back home d) with a basketful e) of 

groceries. 

5. A) He is my brother b) but he c) has made friends d) with robber.  E) No error. 

6. A) The little man face b) wrinkled like a dishcloth c) thrown in d) the hamper. e) No error.   

7. A) The holy man b) smiled and said,” After all c) one is known d) by the company e) one keeps”. 

8. A) Fortunately for b) the baby birds, c) the strong wind blew him d) away to the other side e) of the 

forest. 

9. A) One evening b) the farmer c) brought with him d) a tiny mongoose. e)  No error. 

10. A) She found the b) mongoose at the entrance c) of the house d) with blood e) on his face and 

paws. 

 

 

 

Answers: 

Activity -1: ------------ 

Activity- 2 :1.Shrieked 2. Dishcloth 3. Hamper 4. Chores 5. Attitude    

       6.Darted 7. Dared 8. Cliff 9. Faint 10. Comfortable. 

Activity – 3: 1. Story 2. Right 3. Quite 4. Leave 5. Sleeping 6. Praise              

                7.than 8. Know 9. Chores 10. See. 

Activity – 4: 1. Laugh2. Alive 3. Aware 4. Awake 5.Question 6. Same 7.    

                  Blessed 8. Ended 9. Empty 10. Light. 

Activity -5: 1. A) 2. C) 3. A) 4. B) 5. D).6. A) 7. E) 8.C) 9. D) 10. E).   

 

 

 

                                                                                        

 

                                                                                         

 



                                                                                    KV KUSHMUNDA 

CLASS VI, LEVEL-II 

ACTIVITY 1-MAKE A LINK 

A student will pick a card and read it loud to his/her group. The next group member will pick the next 

card with a word associated with the first word. Then the next member will choose the next word 

associated with the second word and this way the team that completes the chain first using all words 

wins. The group members will give the reason as to how each card is related in the chain.  

Ex- forest – trees, branches - nest, egg- bird, fly-sky, blue and so on...... 

 

1. Homework – boring – entertainment –dance- movie    

2. Semester – 35 days – Grades – English – Grammar – Nouns- Ram and Shyam  

3. Working harder – staying up nights – feel weary – eyes puffed and bleary 

4. Doll – beautiful – garden – flower – smell - nose 

5. Maths – numbers – sum – addition – marks – highes 

6. king-palace-queen-jewels-gold-goldsmith –furnace –fire 

7. storm-thunder-lighting-rain-destruction-death-carcasses 

8. home-parents-children-love-emotion-happiness 

ACTIVITY 2- GUESS WHAT? 

Here are the meanings of some words. Read the meaning and the clue and guess the word. 

1.With whom one spends a lot of time (I am a nine letter word beginning with C) 

………………… 

2. covered with bush (I am a 5 letter word beginning with B) 

…………………. 

3. To spread a sticky substance (I am a 5-letter word beginning with S) 

………………… 

4. Give a long, loud, piercing cry expressing extreme emotion or pain (I am a 5 letter word beginning with 

s)……………….. 

5. The end or finish of an event, process or text (I am a 10-letter word beginning with C) 

…………………….. 

6. with wildly uncontrolled emotion (I am a 12 letter word beginning with H) 

7.evil or morally wrong (I am a 6-letter word beginning with W) 

……………………. 

8. Items of food sold in a grocery or supermarket (I am a 7-letter word beginning with G) 

………………….. 



9. a sudden or brief manifestation or occurrence  of something (I am a 5 letter word beginning with F) 

……………… 

10. hurry; excessive speed or urgency of movement or action (I am a 5 letter word beginning with H) 

ACTIVITY 3- WHAT FITS BEST? 

Choose the word that best fits in the blank. 

1. Once a ……………. And his wife lived in a village. 

      i. farmer     ii.former 

 

2. Farmer’s wife screamed hysterically, “you …………..animal!” 

     i. wicket     ii. Wicked 

 

3. The baby was fast ……………. 

i. asleep         ii. As sleep 

 

4. In a ……..  she realized what had happened. 

    i. Flash      ii. Flush 

 

5. on the floor lay a black ………….torn and bleeding. 

    i. Snack   ii. Snake 

 

6. the Mongoose …………the life of the child 

     i. shaved       ii. Saved 

 

7.  she …….. her tears and went to feed her baby. 

     I. Wiped     ii. Whipped 

 

8. the farmer’s wife …………. At the dead mongoose in grief. 

     i. stares   ii. Stairs 

 

9. Then she ………. The baby crying. 

     i. herd    ii. Heard 

 

10. the mongoose had a bushy……….. 

     i. tail      ii. Tale 

ACTIVITY 4- WHERE AM I GOING WRONG? 

One fragment of the sentences  given below is incorrect. Underline the fragment which you think is 

incorrect. In case you find all fragments correct underline the last option- No Error. 

1. His teachers (a) tells him,(b) “Patrick! Do your homework  (c) or you won’t learn a thing.” (d) no error 

2. “I don’t knew this word”, (a) the elf squeaked  (b) while reading  (c) Patrick’s homework. (d)no error 

 3. Patrick never do (a) homework because  he hated(b) doing his homework (c) as it was too       boring for 

him.(d) no error 

4.Then one day he found (a) his cat playing with (b) a little doll (c) and he grab it away. (d) no error 

5. To his surprise  (a) it wasn’t a doll at all,(b) but a man (c) of the tiniest size. (d) no error 



6. Only if you do(a) all my homework until the end(b) of the semester(c) that’s 35 days(d) no error (e) 

7. The little man’s face (a) wrinkled like a dishcloth thrown (b) on the hamper(c) no error (d) 

8. The elf didn’t always knew (a) what to do(b) and he needed help. (c) no error (d) 

9. When it comes to maths (a) Patrick was (b) out of luck.(c) no error. (d) 

10. It wasn’t the elf; (a) Patrick had done it(b) himself. (c) no error. (d) 

ACTIVITY 5- FASTEST FINGER 

Own a sheet of paper draw a table consisting of four-five columns and multiple rows. Mention the 

categories noun verb adjective preposition in the first row at the top of each column categories are noun 

verb adjective preposition write down a word for each category beginning with the LETTER written by 

the teacher on the board. The student who finishes writing all the words of the given categories first calls 

out and raises his hand. As soon as he/she calls out others will stop writing. The teacher will check the 

words starting with the given letter. Each correct response will carry one mark. The student who scores 

maximum will be the winner. Next round will be repeated in the similar manner. 

Letter     Noun         Verb      Adjective      Preposition 

A             Animal       Acting    Active          Above 

D             Delhi          Dance     Danger        Depend on                                                                            

                                                                           KV NO 4 KORBA 

                                                            PISA ACTIVITIES CLASS VI LEVEL 3 

                                                     ACTIVITY 1: CORRECT ME PLEASE 
The words given below are wrongly spelt. Write the correct spellings in the space provided. 

 

1. RECONSILED  __________________ 

2. EXASPIRATION  __________________ 

3. SOMMON  `_________________ 

4. COUNSILLOR  _________________ 

5. NOTRARY  _________________ 

6. ACCOMODATION ____     ___________ 

7.  PERCUSTION  _________________ 

     8.  MEAGRO  _________________ 

     9. HAMPAR   _________________ 

     10. AOSPICIOUS   _________________ 

 

ANSWER 

1. RECONCILED 
2. EXASPERATION 
3. SUMMON 
4. COUNCILLOR 
5. NOTARY 



6. ACCOMMODATION 
7. PERCUSSION 
8. MEARGE 
9. HAMPER 

10.AUSPICIOUS 
                                                Activity 2: GUESS WHAT? 

Read the meaning of the words and the clue given and guess the word. 

1. A person incharge of a zoo_______________(7- letter word begins with C) 
2. Pride in himself______________(7- letter word begins with C) 
3. A person who finds it difficult to stop working __________(10-letter word begins with W) 
4. A mechanical gate fixed to a vertical post, allowing only one person to pass 

through____________(9- letter word begins with T) 
5. A narrow passage way between or behind two buildings__________(5-letter word begins with A) 
6. A person who cuts animals, who cuts meat __________(7-letter word begins with B) 
7. One who leaves one’s own country in order to settle permanently in another_____________  (9-

letter word begins with E) 
8. A person who can think about the future in an original and intelligent way ________________ (9-

letter word begins with V) 
9. That which is never done or known before. ____________________(11-letter word begins with U) 
10. Basket used to carry _____________ (6-letter word begins with U) 

 

ANSWER 

1 . CURATOR 
2 . CONCEIT 
3 . WORKAHOLIC 
4 . TURNSTILE 
5 . ALLEY 
6 . BUTCHER 
7 . EMMIGRANT 
8 . VISIONARY 
9 . UNPRECEDENT 
10 . HAMPER 

                                   ACTIVITY 3: INCREDIBLE IDIOMS 
Match the idioms and phrasal verbs with their meanings 

IDIOMS/PHRASAL VERBS MEANINGS 

Bridge the gap a short distance away 
Can’t stomach to be in conflict 

Potter about attracted by 

Taken in  could not tolerate 

Be at odds do some unimportant things 

At close quarters  to reduce the differences 
geared (to) stopped doing it 

given it up adjusted to a particular       
standard or level 

Wandered into angry protest. 

Hue and Cry went into, by chance 



 

                  ACTIVITY 4: WHERE AM I GOING WRONG? 

One fragment of following sentences is incorrect. Underline the fragment which you think is incorrect.  In 

case you find all fragments correct underline the last option- No error. 

1.(A)That night, the king and his minister /(B) goes  secretly to the prison /(C)as the two and as arranged 

beforehand /(D)with loyal servants, were taken to the stake and promptly executed./(E) No Error 

2.(A)In the strong wind/(B) outside, the /(C)creeper was/ (D)shedding his leaves./(E)No Error 

3.(A)And then he ran back/(B) to fight the fire,/(C)while my mother and/(D) I sat their dazed./(E)No Error 

4.(A) Nari Contractor/(B) was the Captain and/(C) a opening batsman /(D)for India in the 1960s./(E)No Error 

5.(A)Putting one foot in the loop,/(B)she kicks of with/(C) the other,to /(D)bridge the  the six-foot gap.(E)No 

Error 

6. (A)Half asleep, still with the butchers /(B)smile all about her it seemed, (C)she crept close to him, 

snuggled her head under his arm, (D)held tightly to his shirt. 

7. (A) In 1915, (B)he had published his General Theory of Relativity, (C)who provided a new interpretation 

of Gravity. (D)No Error. 

8. (A) He bluntly asked (B) the teacher to either (c) apologize and quit the school and the island. (D) No 

Error 

9. (A)The doctor said, “Johnsy , (B) it seems, has had made up her mind (C) that she is not going to get well. 

(D) No Error 

10. (A) This was a blessings in disguise, (B) because the tender coconuts (C) from the trees kept the trapped 

family from (D) starving in the several days that followed. (E) No Error.. 

1.(b) goes  -  went  2. (D) his – its  3. (D) their - there 

4. (C) a – an   5. (B) of – off  6. (A) butchers – butcher’s 

7. (C)  who – which  8. (C) and – or  9. (D) No error 

10. (A) Blessings - blessing                  

                                                 

                                    ACTIVITY 5: GUESS MY POETIC DEVICE 

Find the poetic devices in the given lines 

1. But to balance me well, dear Duck, sit  steady! 
____________________ 

2. Dropping from the veils of the morning to where the cricket sings. 
_____________________ 

3. Frail crumbling houses, crumbling doors, crumbling rafters 
_____________________ 

4. As I listen to the patter  
Of the rain upon the roof 



_____________________ 

5. The snake trying 
To escape the pursuing stick 

______________________ 

6. Along the sand  
he lay until observed 

______________________ 

7. And to keep out the gold I’ve bought a cloak  
And every day a cigar I’ll smoke 

________________________ 

8. A single body breathes 
________________________ 

9.  Because it was grassy and wanted wear 
________________________ 

10. He is like a lion in the battlefield. 
________________________ 

 

1. Alliteration 

2. Metaphor 

3. Repetition 

4. Onomatopoeia 

5. Transferred epithet 

6. Personification 

7. Anaphora 

8.  Alliteration 

9. Alliteration/ Personification 

10. Simile 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



CLASS VI (chapter -3 and 4) 

LEVEL I 

KV RAJNANDGAON 

                                         ACTIVITY -1 : SPELL BEE: 

 
This is an oral round. The class will be divided into two or three groups, depending on the 

class strength.  The teacher will say a word and students from each group will take turns 

to spell the word. If one team gets it wrong, the word will pass on to the next team. The 

team that will spell the passed on word correctly will get bonus points. The team that has 

more points is the winner.    

1. Woodcutter                                                                11.Village 

2. Whistled                                                                      12. Sorrow 

3. Sadder                                                                         13. Fame 

4. Thirsty                                                                         14. Dignity                                      

5. Suddenly                                                                    15. Shepherd 

6. Dreamed                                                                    16. Christmas 

7. College                                                                        17. notepad 

8. Airplane                                                                      18. Wrist 

9. Married                                                                       19. Musical 

10. Flight                                                                            20. Peace 

ACTIVITY – 2: GUESS WHAT? 

 



Given below are the meanings of some words. Read the meaning and the clue and guess 

the words. 

1. Cut into pieces   (I am a 7 letter word beginning with C ) 

 

2. Narrow gaps   (I am a 6 letter word beginning with C ) 

 

3. A popular Japanese drink (I am a 4 letter word beginning with S ) 

 

4. A resident of a city or town (I am a 7 letter word beginning with C ) 

 

5. I fly a plane  (I am a 5 letter word beginning with P ) 

 

6. With no money  (I am a 4 letter word beginning with P ) 

 

7. Aware, informed  (I am a 4 letter word beginning with W ) 

 

8. Birth of Jesus Christ (I am a 9 letter word beginning with C) 

 

9. I show time  (I am a 5 letter word beginning with C ) 

 

10. Wearable timepiece (I am a 5 letter word beginning with W) 

       

                          ACTIVITY – 3: WHAT FITS BEST? 

 
Choose the word that best fits in the blank. 
1. ______ was a space tragedy with Kalpana Chawla. 

(a) Their                             (b) there 

2. She dreamed that she ______ cross the frontiers of space. 

(a) Wood                            (b) would 



3. Kalpana Chawla was in the space for almost 2 _____. 

(a) Weeks                           (b) Wicks 

4. Taro was _____ much surprised to find a waterfall. 

(a) Two                                (b) too 

5. A cup of Sake would ______ him. 

(a) Warm                             (b) worm 

6. Mr. Ray used to _____ watches and clocks.  

(a) Cell                                  (b) sell 

7. Mr. Ray had so many things in his shop on _____. 

(a) Sail                                   (b) Sale 

8. Shepherd’s blanket was very _______ to him. 

(a) Deer                                 (b) dear 

9. After many _____ shepherd came to the king. 

(a) Hour                                 (b) our 

10. The Shepherd said, “____ have a long way to go”. 

(b) I                                         (b) eye                          

                                      ACTIVITY 4: Antonyms 

 

IN THE FOLLOWING SELECT THE ANTONYMS OF THE WORDS GIVEN BELOW. 

1. Young                                                                              6. belief                                  

a. Old                                                                                      a.  dis-belief 

b. New                                                                                    b.  dis-place 

c. Narrow                                                                              c. discover 

d. Fat                                                                                      d. disturb 

2. Strong                                                                             7. Friend 

a. Thin                                                                                   a. enemy 

b. Weak                                                                                 b. poor 

c. Long                                                                                  c. king 

d. Large                                                                                 d. honest 

 



3. Begin                                                                               8. wise 

a. run                                                                                     a. jealous 

b. wait                                                                                   b. foolish 

c. stop                                                                                   c. ordinary 

d. make                                                                                d. innocent  

4. Beautiful                                                                            9. cruel 

        a. ugly                                                                                     a. mocking 

        b. angry                                                                                   b. shameful 

        c. sad                                                                                       c. kind 

       d. loving                                                                                   d. look 

5. Born                                                                                  10. down 

       a. burn                                                                                     a. up 

       b. dead                                                                                    b. under 

       c. birth                                                                                     c. on 

      d. late                                                                                         d. go 

ACTIVITY -5 :WHERE AM I GOING WRONG? 

 

ONE FRAGMENT OF THE SENTENCE IS INCORRECT. UNDERLINE THE FRAGMENT WHICH 

YOU THINK IS INCORRECT. IN CASE YOU FIND ALL FRAGMENTS CORRECT, UNDERLINE THE 

LAST OPTION- NO ERROR. 

 

1. Once a farmer (A) / and his wife (B) / lives in a village (C) / with their small son (D) / 

No error (E) 

2. The farmer’s wife (A) / finish her shopping (B) / and came back home. (C) / No error 

(D) 

3. In a village (A) / in Iran there (B) / one’s lived a shepherd (C) / No error (D) 



4. The new governor (A) / was call to the palace (B) / No error (C) 

5. The king make (A) / the wise shepherd (B) / governor of a small district (C) / No error 

(D) 

6. Taro lived (1) / with his mother (A) / and father under (B) / a lonely hillside (C) / No 

error (D) 

7. Taro saw a (A) / beautiful little waterfall (B) / hidden on a rock (C) / No error (D) 

8. Kalpana Chawla say that (A) / she never dreamed (B) / to go to space (C) / No error 

(D) 

9. The name of (A) / the space shuttle (B) / of Kalpana Chawla (C) / was Chandrayan (D) 

/ No error (E) 

10.  She was also (A) / an certified flight (B) / instructor (C) / No error (D)  

 

KV DONGARGARH 

CLASS VI 

                                                           LEVEL 2                        
 

ACTIVITY 1 – MAKE A LINK 

 

A student will pick a card and read it aloud to his/her group. The next group member will 

pick the next card with a word associated with the first word. Then the next member will 

choose the next word associated with the second word and this way the team that completes 

the chain first using all words wins. The group members will give the reason as to how each 

card is related in the chain. 

E.g. Dog- bone- skeleton- muscles- strength- weakness- medicines- doctor. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

                                                        ACTIVITY 2 –FIT  ME 

 

Choose the relevant word from the box below and use its correct form in the blanks that 

follow. The first one has been underlined as an example. 

 

 

1. He is an efficient officer. 

             Because of her ________ we got all the work done. 

2. The man accepted his mistake very ____________. 

She is known for her ___________. 

 

3. Respect and _________your elders. 

The teacher earns an _____________status. 

 

4. I accepted her ______________. 

She ___________ me a cup of tea. 

 

5. A ___________ old man helped the wounded boy. 

Thank you for all your ______________. 

 

6. He got into a lot of trouble in his _______________ 

The __________ gentleman was surprised and happy 

 

 

7. He was a ____________son who worked hard. 

A wonderful ________ was presented in the morning assembly 

 

8. I ____________________ go to the sleep at 11.00 p.m 

The bus came at the same time as_______________ 

 

9. As he did not have a glass to drink water,  he _____________a little water in his and 

sipped it. 

Taking hot tea in plastic __________ is harmful to health. 

 

Efficient  / Honest  /  Honour  / Offer / Kind  / young   /  thought    usual / cup  /   

swallow  



10. After taking only one ___________ of the liquid he stopped shivering and did a 

little dance in the middle of the floor. 

The ______________ are small birds which spend much time in the air capturing 

insects.  

 

ACTIVITY 3 

 
GUESS WHAT ? 

 

 
Here are the meanings of some words . Read the meaning and the clue and 

guess the word. 

 

1. Very big or very great ( I am an eight letter word beginning with letter E) 

________________________________ 

2. A person who travels in a spacecraft( I am a nine  letter word beginning with letter 

A) 

_______________________________ 

3. A heated argument ,disagreement or fight( I am a seven  letter word beginning 

with letter Q) 

________________________________ 

4. Very tasty ( I am a nine  letter word beginning with letter D) 

_______________________________ 

5. Very costly ( I am a nine letter word beginning with letter E) 

_______________________________ 

6. A feeling of great sadness( I am a six  letter word beginning with letter S)  

______________________________ 

7. To change the appearance so that people cannot recognize you. ( I am a eight 

letter word beginning with letter D) 

__________________________________ 

8. Surprise or impress someone greatly. ( I am an eight letter word beginning with 

letter A) 

________________________________ 

9. Giving or receiving something in return of something else( I am an eight letter 

word beginning with letter E) 

_____________________________ 

10. A friendly and generous welcome of guests. ( I am an eleven letter word 

beginning with letter H) 

________________________________ 

  



ACTIVITY 4 

WHAT FITS BEST? 

 

       Choose the word that best fits in the blank. 

 

1. I saw a ____________ of cattle grazing in the fields. 

i) heard                 ii) herd  

 

2. the man was wearing a long , warm _____________ 

i) cloak                  ii) clock 

 

3. one should respect ______________ country. 

i) one’s                   ii) once  

 

4. He ___________ he had made a mistake. 

i) new                      ii) Knew   

 

5. The dove is a symbol of ______________. 

i. peace                   ii) piece 

 

6. He skidded because he did not apply the ____________ 

i.  break  ii.  Brake 

 

7. He told me the ____________ of a fox 

i. tale  ii. Tail 

 

8. Please _____________ for a while 

i. pass  ii. Pause 

 

9. There is a ____________ in the bucket 

i. hole  ii.  Whole 

 

10. Please ______________ for me 

i. prey  ii.  Pray 

 

 



 

 

                 ACTIVITY 5: WHERE AM I GOING WRONG? 

 
 

 One fragment of the sentences given below is incorrect. Underline the fragment 

which you think is incorrect. In case you find all fragments correct ,underline 

the last option – No error. 

1. (a)It is raining (b) when I got (c) home last evening.  (d) No Error  

2. (a)The boy (b) jumped into the (c) water and drowned.  (d) No Error 

3. (a)Everyone have (b) gone to (c) see the movie. (d) No Error  

4. (a)Divide the sweets (b) among the (c) two boys. (d) No Error 

5. (a)Though, he worked (b) very hard (c) he earned (d) very little money.  (e)  No Error  

6. (a)When he reached (b) the waterfall, (c) he find to his great surprise  (d) all his 

neighbours there.  (e).  No error  

7. (a)Kalpana chawla was (b)  the first Indian American woman astronaut (c) to blast of   

(d) from the launch pad at Cape Canaveral, Florida. (e).  No error  

8. (a)He understood  people’s sorrows (b)  and troubles and helped  (c) them face there 

(d) problems with courage.  (e). No error  

9. (a)His famous as (b)  a fair and wise governor (c) soon spread throughout (d)  the 

country. (e). No error  

10. (a)Muttering their anger (b)  and disappointment, (c) the villagers leaved (d)  the place 

one by one. (e).  No error  

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

                                                           KV CISF BHILAI        

LEVEL III 
                                                       ACTIVITY -1:   SPELL-BEE  

  

This is an oral round. The class will be divided into two or three groups, depending on the 

class strength. The teacher will say a word and students from each group will take turns 

to spell the word. If one team gets it wrong, the word will pass on to the next team .The 

team that will spell the passed on word correctly will get bonus points. The team that has 

more points is the winner.  

1) UNPRECEDENTED 

2) PITCHER 

3) PROCESSION 

4) MUTTER 

5) DISGUISE 

6) ASTONISHMENT 

7) BACHELOR 

8) AERONAUTICAL 

9) ASTRONAUT 

      10)SUMMON 

 

ACTIVITY -2 

CORRECT ME PLEASE 

 
The words here are wrongly spelt. Write correct spellings in the space provided 
1) STREEK            _______________________ 

2) FULLFIL              ________________________ 

3) SIMPATHY          ________________________ 



4) ENSPIRSTION     ________________________ 

5) TIMEPEECE         ________________________ 

6) INGENIUS          _________________________ 

7) RECOMMEND   ________________________ 

8) INSTRUCTER     _________________________ 

9) ENORMUS        __________________________ 

                            ACTIVITY -3 :  HOW AM I RELATED?    

                                   

1) Shoes : Feet ::  Gloves : ? 

a) Head b) Head  c)  Sock  d)  Teeth 

 

2)  Break: Shift :: Minute: ? 

a) Second  b) Hour  c) Spell d) Work. 

 

3)  Moon: Satellite:: Earth: 

a) Sun b) Planet c) Solar system d) asteroid 

 

4) Melt:  Liquid :: Freeze: ? 

a) Ice b) Condense  c)  Solid  d) Crystal 

 

5) Clock: Time :: Thermometer : ? 

a) Heat  b) Radiation c) Energy d) temperature 

 

6) Paw : Cat :: Hoof : ? 

a) Horse b) Lion c) Lamb d) Elephant 

 

7) Newspaper : Press :: Cloth : ? 

a) Tailor b) Textile c)Fiber d) Mill 

 

8) Bombay : Maharashtra :: Trivandrum : ? 

a) Calcutta b) Gujrat c) Kerala d) Rajasthan 

 

9) Life : Autobiography :: Witness : ? 

a) Paper b) Truth c) Document d) Acceptance 

 

10) Cup : Lip :: Bird : ? 

a) Brush b)Grass c) Forest d) Beak 



                            ACTIVITY 3- WHAT IS MY OPPOSITE 

 
 

Select the antonyms of the word:- 

1) EXPENSIVE 

a) Luxurious b) Exclusive c) Cheap d) Bargaining 

2) HIDDEN 

a) Concealed b) Unseen c) Disclose d) Burried 

3) BEHIND 

a) Late b) Overdue c) After d) Ahead 

4) DELIGHTED 

a) Pleased b) Enchanted c) Unhappy d) Charmed 

5) DISAPPOINTMENT 

a) Pleased b) Saddened c) Frustated d) Upset 

6) LATER  

a) Informal b) Earlier c)After d) Recent 

7) ENCOURAGE  

a) Dissuade b) Confidence c) Persuade d) Support 

8) JEALOUS 

a) Desirous b) Vicious c) Envious d) Admiring 

9) INNER  

a) Internal b) Inside c) Outer d) Intrinsic 

      10  WISE 

a) Bright b) Foolish c) Clever d) Wise 

 

                      ACTIVITY 5- INCREDIBLE IDIOMS 



 

Find the idiom according to the picture and fill in the correct blank:  

      HAPPINESS IDIOMS 

 

1.                       

 

 

 

     2  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

    3 

 

   

 

After he won the race,he was ______ 

He was ______________  when Maya was 

born 

Every one had _____________ at the party 



  4.      

   

 

 

 

5.      

 

6. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

He is _______________ with his new car 

Employee were _____________ when they 

heard the news of increment in salary. 

She was in __________ when they praised 

her cooking. 

I was ____________ to see her picture. 



RAIPUR CLUSTER 

CLASS VI (CHAPTER 5 & 6) 

LEVEL 1 

ACTIVITY 1-SPELL BEE 

This is an oral round. The class will be divided into two or three groups, depending on the class strength. 

The teacher will say a word and students from each group will take turns to spell the word. If one team 

gets it wrong, the word will pass on to the next team. The team that will spell the passed on word correctly 

will get bonus points. The team that has more points is the winner. 

1 AUTHORITY 11 EMPEROR 

2 PLUMP 12 JEALOUS 
3 CRUTCH 13 COURTIERS 

4 CRIPPLE 14 DOWNCAST 

5 OFTEN 15 LADEN 

6 IMITATE 16 COMPANION 
7 DISCIPLES 17 DELICIOUS 

8 STRANGERFRIGHTEN 18 ANNOYED 

9 SCATTERED 19 HATCH 

10 DEVOTED 20 DIFFERENT 
 

ACTIVITY 2-GUESS WHAT? 

Given below are the meanings of some words. Read the meaning and the clue and guess the word. 

1. Power, control  ( I am 9 letter word beginning with A) 

2. Fat ( I am a 5 letter word beginning with P) 

3. Quiet and motionless ( I am a 5 letter word beginning with S) 

4. Wooden support as walking aid  (I am a 6 letter word beginning with C) 

5. Bad luck ( I am a 10 letter word beginning with M) 

6.  Fully ( I am a 10 letter words beginning with A) 

7. Comfort ( I am a 6 letter word beginning with R) 

8. Fearsome, horrifying ( I am a 11 letter word beginning with F ) 

9. By and by, in the course of time ( I am a 8 letter word beginning with G) 

10. Several times ( I am 5 letter word beginning with O) 

11. To copy ( I am a 7letter word beginning with I) 

12. Pupils, students( I am a 9 letter word beginning with D) 

13.  Well known (I am a 6 letter word beginning with F) 

14. Ruler ( I am a 7 letter word beginning with E) 

15.  Members of a king’s court( I am a 9 letter words beginning with C) 

16. Depressed ( I am a 8 letter word beginning with D) 

17. Burning ( I am a l letter word beginning with A) 

18. Felt great joy ( I am a 8 letter word beginning with R) 

19. A sacred place ( I am a 10 letter word beginning with P) 

20. Loaded ( I am 5 letter word beginning with L) 

21. Satisfaction( I am a 7letter word beginning with C) 

22. Friend, partner( I am a 9 letter word beginning with C) 



23. Tasteful (I am a 9 letter word beginning with D) 

24. Clear ( I am a 7 letter word beginning with O) 

25.  Extremely angry( I am a 7 letter words beginning with F) 

26. To give trouble ( I am a 6 letter word beginning with P) 

27. Critical situation ( I am a 7 letter word beginning with D) 

28. To live alive ( I am a 7 letter word beginning with S) 

29. Wise ( I am a 8 letter word beginning with S) 

 

ACTIVITY 3-WHAT FITS BEST? 

Choose the word that best fits in the blank. 

1. The real _______ is to train the children to become good human beings.       (object/objective) 

2. Education has been ___________. ( commercialized/commerce) 

3. Every  ____________ gets an experience. (children/child) 

4. His eyes were ___________ with a bandage.  ( covered/coloured) 

5. The blind day was really the __________ (worthy/worst) 

6. The writer __________ Miss Beam’s school.(visitor/visited) 

7. There was a _______ behind these special days.(purpose/propose) 

8. He felt he was going to be hit by something every ______. (movement/moment) 

9. It was a ______ of education that each one spent a day as blind . (port/part) 

10. The children were deputed to _______ the blind. (harm/help) 

11. Tansen was the _________ of Mukandan Mishra. (sun/ son) 

12. They _______ in a village near Gwalior. ( loved/ lived) 

13. He used to __________ in the nearby forest. (pay/play) 

14. Swami Haridas was taking ________ with his disciples. ( rat/ rest) 

15. Tansen hid ________ a tree and roared like a tiger. (between/ behind) 

16. When I ________ up , I want to become a seed collector. (grow/stand) 

17. Once, on the _______of a river a monkey made a home for himself. (bank/back) 

18. What makes me very _______ when people don’t believe me (happy/angry) 

19. When I arrived, there was no one __________ but a girl of about twelve. (in sight/out sight) 

20. The monkey and the crocodile were now the best of _________ (friend/enemy) 

 

ACTIVITY 4 – ANTONYMS 

In the following select the antonyms of the words given below: 
1. LARGE 

Long          small       big      fat 
2. BACK 

Below         front       between           before 
3. MISFORTUNE 

Misunderstanding    miserable  mighty   fortune 
4. KIND  

Kill           cruel        kindle   bind 

5. EVER 

Always           everyday              never            every 

6. STILL 

Calm        motionless              quiet             moving 



7. APPRECIATE 

Treasure         value        depreciate          like 

8. DIFFERENT 

dissimilar                unlike        difficult     same 

9. AGREE 

Obey            disagree           appear       understand 

10. THOUGHTFUL 

Attentive      careful              helpful          thoughtless 

11. TOGETHER 

Total            alone          group           unity 

12. HOLY 

Unholy         sacred         pious           good 

13. TALENTED 

intelligent             prodigy       untalented         brilliant  

14. KIND  

Kill           cruel        kindle   bind 

15. EVER 

Always           everyday              never            every 

16. ASSEMBLE 

gatther       together        disassemble  unite 

17. CONTINUE 

Keep on         discontinue     contact     go on  

18. DIFFERENT 

dissimilar                unlike        difficult     same 

19. AGREE 

Obey            disagree           appear       understand 

20. STRANGER 

unfamiliar       acquaintance   strong          weak 

 

ACTIVITY 5 - WHERE I AM GOING WRONG? 

One fragment of the sentence is incorrect. Underline the fragment which you think is incorrect. Incase you 

find all fragments correct, underline the last option-No error 

1. (A) The author had  heard (B)  a great deal about (C) Miss Beam’s school   (D) No error 

2. (A) As he entered the gate,(B) he saw (C) a  12-year-old girl (D) bring led by a younger boy. (E ) No 

error 

3. (A) Her eyes was (B) covered with (C) a bandage (D) No error 

4. (A) The author found (B) Miss Beam as (C) he is expected (D) No error 

5. (A) She told (B) the author between (C) her method of schooling (D) No error 

6. (A) She said that (B) the real aim from (C) education was (D) to make the children (E) responsible 

citizens (F) No error 

7. (A) It was a part (B) of their training (C) to knowing and sharing (D) a bit of misfortune (E) No error 

8. (A) Miss Beam led (B) the author to  (C) a bandaged girl (D) and left him with her (E ) to talk (F) No 

error 



9. (A) The girl told (B) him that it was awful (C) to be blind (D) No error 

10. (A) She felt that (B) she was going (C) to be hit by something (D) No error 

11. (A) Tansen learnt (B)  to imitating  (C) the calls of birds perfectly   (D) No error 

12.  (A)Tansen started (B)visiting Rani Mrignaini’s court.(C) No error 

13. (A)Emperor Akbar appointed  (B) Tansen from(C) his court musician .(D) No error 

 

14. (A)Tansen started (B)visiting Rani Mrignaini’s court.(C) No error 

15. (A)Some of the courtiers  (B)became jealous from Tansen.(C) No error 

  



LEVEL 2 

ACTIVITY 1-MAKE A LINK 

Match the words and phrases with their meanings in the box below: 

1. Homesick   A.  Reports on recent news for newspaper, radio, or TV. 

2. It pains me   B. Father of Tansen 

3. Thoughtless   C. Plans the design of a building, town or city. 

4. Tansen    D. Cunning, deceitful and fool 

5. Crocodile   E. Honest, faithful and clever 

6. Monkey   F. Finds and monitors the route to get to a place 

7. Mukandan Mishra  G. Great musician 

8. Architect   H. Wanting to be home 

9. Navigator   I. Not very caring 

10. Journalist   J. It hurts me 

Answers:   

1. Homesick   H. Wanting to be home 

2. It pains me   J. It hurts me 

3. Thoughtless   I. Not very caring 

4. Tansen    G. Great musician 

5. Crocodile   D. Cunning, deceitful and fool 

6. Monkey    E. Honest, faithful and clever 

7. Mukandan Mishra  B. Father of Tansen 

8. Architect   C. Plans the design of a building, town or city. 

9. Navigator   F. Finds and monitors the route to get to a place 

10. Journalist   A.  Reports on recent news for newspaper, radio, or TV. 

 

 

ACTIVITY 2-FIT ME (CORRECTION OF WORD) 

The following words are wrongly spelt. Write the correct spelling in the space provided: 

1. DICIPSLE                            ___________________________ 

2. STRCTEAED                       ___________________________ 

3. ANCUDEIE                         ___________________________ 

4. SCSARAM                          ___________________________ 

5. DMIAMLE                          ___________________________ 

6. CICRODOLE                       ___________________________ 

7. AFWLU                               ___________________________ 

8. BDANGAE                          ___________________________ 

9. FVAOVRTIE                        ___________________________ 

10. DASSEIE                             ___________________________ 

Answers: 1. Disciple, 2. Scattered, 3. Audience, 4. Sarcasm, 5. Dilemma, 6. Crocodile, 7. Awful, 8. Bandage, 

9. Favourite, 10. Disease 

 



ACTIVITY 3-GUESS WHAT? 

Given below are the meanings of some words. Read the meaning with the clues and guess the words: 

1. Mischievous, tending to misbehave or act badly especially of a child. (I am 7 letter word beginning 
with N) 

2. An active follower of someone. (I am 8 letter word beginning with D) 
3. Belonging to or proceeding from the original stop, native. (I am 7 letter word beginning with G) 
4. A saline fluid secreted by the sweat gland. (I am 12 letter word beginning with P) 
5. To follow as a model or a pattern; to make a copy. (I am 7 letter word beginning with I) 
6. A person who has severely impaired physical ability because of deformation, injury or amputation of 

parts of the body. (I am 7 letter word beginning with C) 
7. Great unhappiness; extreme pain of body or mind; wretchedness distress. (I am 6 letter word 

beginning with M) 
8. A building designed to diagnose and treat the sick, injured dying usually has a staff of doctors and 

nurses to aid in the treatment of patients. (I am 8 letter word beginning with H) 
9. An institution dedicated to teaching and learning; an educational institution. (I am 6 letter word 

beginning with S) 
10. A large open space to play on, usually for children. (I am 10 letter word beginning with P). 

Answers: 1. Naughty, 2. Disciple, 3. Genuine, 4. Perspiration, 5. Imitate, 6. Cripple, 7. Misery, 8. Hospital, 9. 

School, 10. Playground 

ACTIVITY 4-WHAT FITS BEST (HOMOPHONES)? 

Choose the word that best fits in the blank: 

1. The ________ aim of Miss Beam’s school is to teach kindness to others and being responsible citizens. 
A. REAL                         B.  REEL 

2. Miss Beam’s _____________ was beginning to turn gray. 
A. HARE                            B. HAIR 

3. Miss Beam asked, “What do you ____________?” 
A. SEE                                B. SEA 

4. I want to _____________ on the beaches of Lakshadweep. 
A. LIVE                                 B. LEAVE 

5. Your son is __________ naughty. 
A. VERY                               B. VARY 

6. When Tansen began to sing, the __________ became warm. 
A. AIR                                 B. AIRS 

7. Serbjit really did study for the __________. 
A. TASTE                               B. TEST 

8. We have to spend monkey to ___________ new seeds every single year. 
A. BUY                                   B. BY 

9. Tansen stayed with a __________ man called Mohammad Ghaus. 
A. HOLY                                  B. WHOLLY 

10. Rohit enjoyed seeing nature more __________ old buildings. 
A. THAN                               B. THEN 

Answers: 1. Real, 2. Hair, 3. See, 4. Live, 5. Very, 6. Air, 7. Test, 8. Buy, 9. Holy, 10. Than 

ACTIVITY 5-WHERE AM I GOING WRONG? 

One fragment of the sentence of the sentence given below is incorrect. Underline the fragment which you 
think is incorrect. In case you find all fragments correct, underline the last option- No error. 

1. (a)I (b)am seeing (c)some very (d)beautiful grounds. (e) No error. 
2. (a)This (b)is a very (c)important part of (d)our system. (e)No error. 



3. (a)My favourite (b)activity is (c)to climbing (d)trees. (e)No error. 
4. (a)My grandfather (b)told me (c)that many years (d)before. (e)No error. 
5. (a)My favourite (b)day is the second (c)Sunday of (d)every months. (e)No error. 
6. (a)Politicians work (b)in politics, (c)usually by (d)standing for election. (e)No error. 
7. (a)Swami Haridas (b)did not (c)punished Tansen.(d) No error. 
8. (a)Tansen taught (b)the two girls (c)to sing (d)Raga Megh. (e)No error. 
9. (a)Tansen’s (b)Tomb is (c)at Gwalior. (d)No error. 
10.  (a)How did (b)the monkey (c)saved himself? (d)No error 

Answers:  
1.  b- see 
2.  e- No error 
3.  c- to climb, climbing 
4.  d- ago 
5.  d- every month 
6.  a- politician works 
7.  b- did not punish 
8.  e- No error 
9.  c- in Gwalior 
10. c- save 

LEVEL 3 

ACTIVITY 1-SPELL BEE 
This is an oral round. The class will be divided into two or three groups, depending on the class strength. 

The teacher will say a word and students from each group will take turns to spell the words. If one team 

gets it wrong, the word will pass on to the next team. The team that will spell the passed on word correctly 

will get bonus points. The team that has more points is the winner. 

1. Preserved 6. Misfortune 

2. Ghastly 7. Obvious 

3. Disease 8. Architecture 

4. Magazine 9. Navigator 

5. Sarcasm 10. Intelligence 

 

 

ACTIVITY 2- CORRECT ME PLEASE 

The words here are wrongly spelt. Write correct spellings in the space provided. 

1. OCCASSIONALY                     ------------------------- 

2. DELEMA                                ------------------------- 

3. COUNSELLER                        ------------------------ 

4. GENUIENE                            ------------------------ 

5. SCULPTER                             ------------------------ 

6. PILLGRIMAGE                      ------------------------ 

7. DICIPLES                               ------------------------ 

8. COURTIARS                          ----------------------- 

9. JURNALIST                           ------------------------- 

10. INTARPERSONAL                 ------------------------- 
 



ACTIVITY 3-HOW AM I RELATED? 
Here are pair of words that are connected by some rule or similarity. Choose the pair that best relates to 
the pair given. 

1. Architect : Design 

A. Student : Read 

B. Engineer : Plantation 

C. Teacher : Teach 

D. Doctor : Construction 

2. Food : Delicious 

A.  Fruit : Juicy 

B. Ice-cream : Sour   

C. Sweet : Pizza 

D. Crispy : Snacks 

          3. Lack : Abundance 

A. Crazy : Jealous 

B. Glowing : Shining 

C. Foolish : Glowing 

D. Calm : Furious 

4. Snake : hiss 
A. Water : Flow 
B.  Bee : Buzz 
C. Tiger : Prounce 
D.  Frog : Hop 

5. Lame : Crutch 
      A.  Blind : Walking Stick 
       B. Dumb : Speak 
      C. Deaf : Listen 
     D. One-handed : Write 

6. Chocolate : Flakes 
      A. Cream : Freeze 
      B. Sugar : Spoon 
     C. Salt : Pinch 
      D. Pizza : Vegetables 

7. Sea : Coral 
    A. Beach : Play 
    B. River : Fishing 
    C. Volcano : Lava 
    D. Meadow : House 

8. Nature : Marvellous 
   A. Water : Fresh 
   B. Flowers : beautiful 
   C. Bird : Fly 
   D. Flowers : Bloom 

9. Wonderful : Game 
A. Loud : Whistle 
B. Song : Melodious 
C. Music : Enchanting    D. Thrilling : Story 



10. Adventurous : Trekking 
A. Dark : Night 
B. Tiresome : Journey 
C. Sunny : Day 
D. Evening : Joyous 

 

ACTIVITY 4- WHAT’S MY OPPOSITE? 

Select the Antonyms of the words from the given options: 

1. TROUBLESOME 

A. Simple                   B. difficult                  C. problem                    D. complex                         

2. Appreciate 

A. Praise                    B. criticize                  C. respect                     D. Scold 

3. AWFUL 

A. lovely         B. hopeful                        c. shocking                   D. ugly 

4. SCATTERED 

A. assemble                B.  spread           C.  scanty                    D. unsystematic 

5. BORROWED 

A. Give                    B. help                    C. take                    D. return 

6. BETRAY 

A. Deceive               B. bluff                   C. unfaithful               D. be loyal 

7. SCRIBBLE 

A. legible                    B. untidy               C. scratch                  D. print 

8. RUINED 

A. Disaster                  B. spoil                   C. rebuild                 D. finished 

9. DISTRESSED 

A. Sorrow                    B. calm                  C. excited                 D. anxious 

10. ANNOYED 

A. Pleased                   B. disturbed          C. horrified            D. irritated 

ACTIVITY 5- INCREDIBLE IDIOMS 

Match the idioms with their meaning: 

1. Get the teeth into something To prepare and get everything ready 
2. Food for thought Accuse the wrong person 

3. Have a bee in your bonnet To refuse to do something 

4. Best thing since slice bread To put a lot of effort into something 

5. Lay the foundation Aspire to achieve greatness 
6. Every cloud has a silver lining A good idea or plan 

7. Hit the hay Worth seriously thinking /considering 

8. Stab in the back Every bad situation has a positive aspect 

9. Dig your heels in  An act of betrayal 
10. Aim for the stars To be obsessed by an idea 

 

 



Answer Key 

ACTIVITY 2 –CORRECT ME PLEASE  

1. Occasionally 

2. Dilemma 

3. Counselor 

4. Genuine 

5. Sculptor 

6. Pilgrimage 

7. Disciples 

8. Courtiers 

9. Journalist 

10. Interpersonal  

ACTIVITY 3 – HOW AM I RELATED (Answer Key) 

1. (C )     Teacher: teach 

2. (A)      Fruit : juicy 

3. (D)      Calm : furious 

4. (B)      Bee : buzz 

5. (A)      Blind : Walking stick 

6. (C)      Salt : pinch 

7. (C)      Volcano : lava 

8. (B)       Flowers : beautiful     

9. (D)      Thrilling story 

10. (B)       Tiresome journey 

ACTIVITY 4 – WHAT’S MY OPPOSITE (Answer Key) 

1. (A) Simple  

2. (B) criticize 

3. (A) Lovely  

4. (A) Assemble 

5. (C) Take 

6. (D) Be loyal  

7. (A) Legible 

8. (C) Rebuild 

9. (B) Calm 

10.  (A) Pleased 

ACTIVITY 5 - INCREDIBLE IDIOMS   (Answer key)  

1. Get the teeth into something To put a lot of effort into something 

2. Food for thought Worth seriously thinking /considering 

3. Have a bee in your bonnet To be obsessed by an idea 
4. Best thing since slice bread A good idea or plan 

5. Lay the foundation To prepare and get everything ready 

6. Every cloud has a silver lining Every bad situation has a positive aspect 



7. Hit the hay Accuse the wrong person 

8. Stab in the back An act of betrayal 

9. Dig your heels in  To refuse to do something 

10. Aim for the stars Aspire to achieve greatness 

 

                                                                KV JHAGRAKHAND  

FUN WITH WORDS 

CLASS VI, LESSON- FAIR PLAY 

Activity- SPELL- BEE 

Level 1 
       THIS IS AN ORAL ROUND. THE CLASS WILL BE DIVIDED INTO TWO OR THREE GROUPS. THE TEACHER WILL 

SAY A WORD AND STUDENTS FROM EACH GROUP WILL TAKE TURNS TO SPELL THE WORD. IF ONE TEAM 

GETS IT WRONG, THE WORD WILL PASS ON TO THE NEXT TEAM. THE TEAM THAT WILL SPELL THE PASSEDON 

WORD CORRECTLY WILL GET BONUS POINTS. THE TEAM THAT HAS MORE POINTS IS THE WINNER. 

Transferred 
Allowance 
Grudged 
Swallowed 
Sympathised 
Announced 
Conscience 
Promised 
Preparation 
Property 
Consider 

Responsibility 
Proposed 
Revenge 
Dignity 
Unfortunate 
Deviate 
Disability 
Decision 
Seldom 
Reminded 
Promised 

ACTIVITY 2:WHAT IS MY OPPOSITE? 
IN THE FOLLOWING SELECT THE APPROPRIATE WORDFROMTHE OPTIONS GIVEN BELOW 

1.BOND- 
a. FREEDOM 
b. CHAIN 
c. CAPTIVITY 
d. IMPRISONMENT 

2.  AWARE- 
a. 1.KNOWING 
b. 2.IGNORANT 
c. 3. ALERT 
d. 4. GROOVY 

3.  REVENGE- 
a. 1.REQUITE 
b. 2.REDRESS 
c. 3.AVENGE 
d. 4.FORGIVENESS 

4. VICTORY- 
a. 1.WIN 
b. 2.CAPTURE 
c. 3.DEFEAT 
d. 4.MASTERY 

5.   DEVIATE- 
a. 1.LEAVE 
b. 2.REGULAR 
c. 3. RARE 
d. 4.STRANGE 

6.  SUPPORT 
a. APPOSE 
b. SHORE 
c. STAY 
d. ASSIST 



7.  DEAD 
a. ALIVE 
b. ASLEEP 
c. BURIED 
d. GONE 

8.   DIGNITY 
a. INFERIORITY 
b.QUALITY 

     c.FASHION 
     d.RANK 

9.   ENEMY 
a. NEIGHBOUR 
b. FRIEND 
c. MEMBER 
d.   CLASSMATE 

10.  TOGETHER 
a. COLLECTED 
b. SEPARATELY 
c. JOINTLY 
d. PLACID  

 

                                         ACTIVITY 3: CORRECT ME PLEASE 
THE HERE ARE WRONGLY SPELT. WRITE CORRECT SPELLINGS IN THE SPACE PROVIDED. 

SEDIASE     …………….. 

NIPINOO     ……………. 

RABMECDE     ………….. 

TYMINE       …………… 

ACEPL       …………… 

ATENIMNO     ……………. 

SIONICED        …………….. 

RIPCE       ……………. 

DERNU      ……………… 

NSTAIGA     ……………… 

ACTIVITY 4:HOW AM I RELATED? 
HERE ARE PAIRS OF WORDS THAT ARE CONNECTED BY SOME RULE OR SIMILARITY. CHOOSE THE WRONG 

PAIR GIVEN BELOW.  

1. TREE: BRANCHES 
BOOK: PAGE 
FLOWER: ROOT 
TRAIN: TRACK 
SKY: LAND 
 

2. FAMILY: MEMBER 
CLUB: BEGGAR 
COURT: LAWYER 

           COW: ANIMAL 
           SHOPKEEPER: CUSTOMER 



3. VILLAGE: HUT 
TOWN: BUILDING 
SCHOOL : BEDROOM 
POND: FISH 
FOREST: LION 
 

4. SCHOOL: TEACHER 
HOSPITAL: DOCTOR 
POLICE STATION: NURSE 
OFFICE: EMPLOYEE 
POST: POSTMAN 

5. BROTHER: SISTER 
MOTHER: AUNT 
HUSBAND: WIFE 
GRANDPA: GRANDMA 
SON: DAUGHTER 
 

6. SEED: PLANT 
TEENAGER: ADULT 
GIVE:TAKE 
CUB: LION 
CHICK: HEN 
 

7. SHOE: LACE 
COAT: POCKET 
WRONG: RIGHT 
PANT: BELT 
SHIRT: BUTTON 
 
 

8. MONTHS: YEAR 
            DAYS: WEEK 
            HAPPY: SAD 
           MINUTES: HOUR 
           SECONDS: MINUTE 

 

9. UP: DOWN 
           EAST: WEST 
          COME: ENTER 

YES:NO 
COURAGE: COWARD 

1. BUD: FLOWER 
FINGERS: FIST 

           HAND: LEG   
HEAD: HAIR 
LOCK:KEY 
 
 

ACTIVITY 5 

WHAT FITS BEST? 
CHOOSE THE WORD THAT BEST FITS IN THE BLANK. 

1. I ……. LIKE I CAN RULE THE WHOLE WORD.{ FILL, FEEL} 

2. I CAN SIT COMFORTABLY IN THE FORK OF ……….BRANCHES.{TOO, TWO} 

3. JUST OUT SIDE OUR HOUSE,…………IS A MANGO TREE WHICH I LOVE TO GO UP.{ THEIR, THERE} 

4. THERE ARE TWELVE MONTHS IN A ………{EAR, YEAR} 

5. I HAVE TO GO ……….TO ATTEND THE MEETING.{ DAWN,DOWN} 

6. MY FAMILY MEMBERS LOVE ME …….MUCH.[ VARY,VERY} 

7. PLEASE SWITCH …….THE LIGHTS BEFORE LEAVING YOUR ROOM. { OF, OFF} 

8. THIS IS ……..SCHOOL WHERE WE GO DAILY.{ OUR, HOUR} 

9. I REALLY DID STUDY FOR THE……….EVEN IF I HAVE GOT BAD MARKS.[ TASTE, TEST] 

10.  MY FAMILY ALWAYS GOES TO THE CINEMA HALL TO ……..A FILM.{ SEA, SEE} 

 

 



MARKING SCHEME 

ACTIVITY 2 

 

1. FREEDOM    2.IGNORANT 

3.   FORGIVENESS    4. DEFEAT 

5.   REGULAR    6.APPOSE 

7.ALIVE     8.INFERIORITY 

9.FRIEND     10.SEPARATELY 

 

ACTIVITY 3 

 

1.DISEASE  2.OPINION   3.EMBRACED 4.ENMITY 

5.PLACE  6.NOMINATE  7.DECISION  8.PRICE 

9.UNDER  10.AGAINST 

ACTIVITY 4 

1.FLOWER: ROOT  2.CLUB: BEGGAR  3.SCHOOL: BEDROOM 

4.POLICE STATION  5.MOTHER: AUNT  6.GIVE:TAKE 

7.WRONG: RIGHT  8.HAPPY: SAD  9.COME : ENTER 

10.HAND: LEG 

 

ACTIVITY 5 

1.FEEL  2. TWO  3. THERE 4. YEAR 5.DOWN 

6.VERY  7.OFF   8.OUR 9.TEST 10.SEE  

 

                                     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                       

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



                                       KENDRIYA VIDYALAYA AMBIKAPUR 

                                           Pisa Questions (level-2) class-6 
 Activity-1   Find the homophones of the given words: 

Q.1   Fair...........               Buy................. 

        One..............             Which.............. 

        Two..........                 No........  

        Here..........                See........ 

        There............            Hare........... 

Activity-2    ( FASTEST FINGERS)  

   On a sheet of paper draw a table consisting of four/five columns and multiple rows . Mention the categories 

Noun,verb, Adjective, Adverb and Preposition in the first row at top of each columns. Categories are Noun, 

Verb, Adjective, Adverb and Prepostion. Write down a word for each category,beginning with the LETTER 

written by the teacher on the board.Each correct response will carry one marks.    

Letter Noun Verb Adverb Adjective Preposition 

R Ruler Raise Radically Radiant Round 

B      

S      

O      

 `                                

Activity -3           (WHAT FITS BEST)    

(set up, set aside, set down, set out, set in, look after, get on, get up, keep  on, break into )                                 

Q.1-Why don’t you ..................your ideas on paper? 

  Q.2- A fund has been ..............for the soldier’s families.    

  Q.3-We should............a little money every month. 

 Q.4-You should buy some woollens before winter ................. 

 Q.5-They ...............on the last stage of their journey. 

 Q.6- Mohan ...........his parents very well. 

Q.7- The thief had ............his bus. 

Q.8-He fastly...........the bus. 



Q.9- You should .................. your study regularly.  

Q.10-He ...............early in the morning.  

                       Activity-4- What’s my opposite 

1. Old 
(a)  New 
(b) Ancient 
(c) Fair 
(d) Light 

 

2. Wet 
(a) Soft 
(b) Dry 
(c) Normal 
(d) Hot 

 

3. Open 
(a) Around 
(b)  Above 
(c) Near 
(d) Close 

4. Blunt 
(a)Quite 
(b) sharp 
(c)far 
(d) Close 

5. Forget 
(a)Remember 
 (b)Brief 
(c)Set 
(d) weary 

6.Like 
   (a) Same 
    (b) alike 
    (c) Dislike 
    (d) Related 

7.Large 
 (a) Big 
 (b)great 
(c)small 
(d)huge 

8.Happy 
(a)cheerful 
(b)jovial 
(c)sad 
(d)jolly 

9.Satisfied 
(a)pleased 
(b)happy 
(c)dissatisfied 
(d)content 

10.Hope 
(a)wish 
(b)dream 
(c)plan 
(d)dispair 

 

                                 Activity-5 (What Fit’s best -verb or noun) 

Q.1.(a) The two teams have ................. three matches already. (play) 

        (b)The last day’s..............was excellent 

Q.2.(a)She has a lovely .................(face) 

        (b) India..................a number of problems these days. 

Q.3.(a)He made his ...........in essay writing.(mark) 

        (b)Articles .............sold are reserved. 

Q.4.(a)The police are .......... the area to catch the burglars.(comb) 

       (b)An ordinary plastic............costs five rupees. 



Q.5.(a) He gave a ................. in answer to my queston.(smile) 

       (b)We also ..............to see him smile. 

Q.6.(a) He said he ...........to be invited to the party.(hope) 

        (b) We gave up.............of his joining the party. 

Q.7.(a)The boys put up a good athletic..........(show) 

        (b)The soldiers...............great courage in saving people from floods. 

Q.8.(a) You deserve a ..............on the back for your good   

             performance.(pat) 

        (b) The teacher .................the child on the cheek to encourage her.                     

         

Activity-6 (Where am I wrong?) 

Q.1(a) Ram was(b) senior than(c) Sam in school(d) no error. 

  2. (a)It was him(b) who came running(c) into the class room(d)no error. 

 3.(a) The capital of Yemen are situated(b) 2190 meters above(c) the sea  

       Level(d)no error.                                                                                    

 4. (a)Every one know(b)that the leopard is  faster(c) of all animals(d)no error. 

 5. (a)The father  as well as the sons(b) were missing(c) from the  

          house(d)/no error 

 6.(a) That is an boy(b) who was absent(c) last day(d)no error. 

7. (a)She gets up early(b) at the evening(c)daily(d)no error. 

8(a). One of the students(b) have bought(c)one’s identity card(d) no  

          error. 

9.(a) That is an university(b) near by my(c)house in which I study(d)no  

         error. 

10.(a) Many a man(b) have  been working(c) under me(d)no error. 

                              Activity-7 ( Guess What?) 

1. Moaning (I am a 6 letter word beginning with L) 

2. Calm (I am a 8 letter word beginning with P) 

3. Surprise ( I am a 8 letter word beginning with A) 

4. Attention( I am a 4 letter word beginning with H) 

5. Thankfulness ( I am a 9 letter word beginning with G) 

6. Dark ( I am a 5 letter word beginning with G) 

7. Plentiful ( I am a 8 letter word  beginning with A) 

8. Out of date ( I am a 8 letter word beginning with O) 

9. Confuse ( I am a 6 letter word start with P) 

10. Shout ( I am a 6 letter word start with S) 

                                                                                                                                                                  

Answers Activity -1         

1. Fare, By, Won, Witch, Too, Know, Hear, Sea,Their,Hair 

 



            Answers  Activity-3 

1.Set down      2. Set up       3.Set aside     4.  Set in     5. Get   

6. Look after    7.Break Into    8.Get on    9. Keep on 10. Get up 

                

Answers Activity-  4 

1.New    2. Dry    3. Close    4. Sharp           5. Remember 

6.Dislike 7.Small  8.Sad  9.Dissatified  10.Despair 

Answers Activity-5 

1. Played, Play   

2. Face, is facing 

3. Marks ,marked  

4. Combing, comb  

5. Smile, smiled 

6. Hoped, hope 

7. Show, showed 

8. Pat, patted 

       

 

              Answers Activity-6 

1.(b)To     2(a).He     3(a).Is     4(a).Knows    5.(b)Was    6.(a)A     7(b).In   8.(b)Has     9(a).A      

10(b).Has 

 

      Answers Activity-7 

1. Lament  

2. Peaceful 

3. Astonish 

4. Heed 

5. Gratitude 

6. Gloom 

7. Abundant 

8. Obsolete 

9. Puzzle 

10.Scream 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



KV CHIRMIRI 

FUN WITH WORDS 

CLASS VI (CH. 7 & 8), LEVEL III 

ACTIVITY 1- SPELL BEE 

 

 

 

  

 

This is an oral round. The class will be divided into two or three groups, depending on the class strength. 

The teacher will say a word and students from each group will take turns to spell the word. If one team 

gets it wrong, the word will pass on to the next team .The team that will spell the passed on word correctly 

will get bonus points. The team that has more points is the winner. 

1. Conscious 6. Temperature 

2. Gratitude 7. Alert 

3. Recline 8. Costly 

4. Bolster 9. Trifle 
5. Perpetual 10. Occasion 

 

ACTIVITY 2– CORRECT ME PLEASE 

 

 

 

 

 

The words here are wrongly spelt. Write correct spellings in the space provided 

1. TIVALSEF…………………….. 

2. PPAENH…………………….. 

3. ITHEREN…………………….. 

4. LIOGEB…………………….. 

5. EZRIP…………………….. 

6. YPPHA…………………….. 

7. SOODG…………………….. 

8. POPOSEPRO…………………….. 

9. OECFFI…………………….. 

10. VENREGE…………………….. 

Ans- 1. Festival 2. Happen 3. Either 4. Oblige 5. Prize 6. Happy 7. Goods 8. Proposed 9. Office 10. Revenge  



 

ACTIVITY 3: HOW AM I RELATED? 

 

 

 

 

Here are pairs of words that are connected by some rule or similarity. Choose the pair that best relates 

to the pair given. 

1. Poet : Poem 
a) Lyricist : Lyrics 
b) Doctor : Patient  
c) Singer : Song 
d) Washer : Clothes 

2. Keyboard : Mouse 
a) CPU : Monitor 
b) Printer : Speaker 
c) Camera : Projector  
d) UPS : Mother Board 

3. Silence : Noise  
a) Quiet : Peace 
b) Baldness : Hair 
c) Talk : Whisper 
d) Slumber : Sleep 

4. Letter : Word 
a) Page : Book 
b) Product : Factory 
c) Club : People 
d) Homework : School 

5. Tailor : Cloth 
a) Doctor : patient 
b) Carpenter : Wood 
c) Lawyer : Criminal 
d) Priest : Worship 

6. Sunrise : Sunset 
a) Dawn : Twilight  
b) Noon : Midnight 
c) Energetic : Lazy 
d) Morning : Night 

7. Border : Country 
a) Pen : Cap 
b) Book : Cover 
c) Handle : Shade 
d) Frame : Picture 

8. Happy : Sad 
a) Kind : Cruel 
b) Honest : Sincere  
c) Rude : Arrogant 
d) Haughty : Egoistic  

9. Fair : White 
a) Beautiful : Ugly 
b) Smart : Dumbo  
c) Wise : Intelligent 
d) Find : Lost 

10. Sole : Soul 
a) Pair : Pen 
b) Cut : Shut 
c) Fare : Fair 
d) Drought : Dot  

 

Ans- 1. (a) 2. (b) 3. (a) 4. (a) 5. (b) 6. (c) 7. (d) 8. (b) 9. (c) 10. (c)  

 

 

 

 

 

 



ACTIVITY 4 – WHAT’S MY OPPOSITE 

 

 

 

  

 

Select the antonyms of the words from the given options: 

 1. Insult 

                a) respect          b) Indifferent          c) thoughtful         d) patience      

 2. many 

               a)  much             b) few                       c) a lot of               d) enough 

          3. fortunate 

            a) unlucky              b)  lucky                    c) greedy               d) unhappy 

           4. weep 

             a) cry                      b) shout                   c) laugh                  d) lament 

         5. wet 

             a) fly                       b) cry                         c) fry                       d) dry 

           6. hard 

             a) soft                     b) tight                      c) straight              d) fit 

        7. kind 

             a) soft                      b) cruel                      c) honest             d) lazy 

        8. costly 

            a) expensive           b) easily                      c) cheap               d) slightly  

        9. forget 

            a) remember          b) lost                          c) gain                  d) confuse 

       10. tiny 

          a) small                       b) strong                    c) big                    d) trifle 

Ans- 1. (a) 2. (b) 3. (a) 4. (c) 5. (d) 6. (a) 7. (b) 8. (a) 9. (a) 10. (a) 

 

 

 



Activity 5 – INCREDIBLE IDIOMS 

        

 

 

  

 

Find the idiom according to the picture and fill in the correct blank and write their meaning : 

1. 

  a) By working part-time and looking after her kids two days a               

                                                                week she managed to get ______________. 

2.  

b) Hi Tom, ________________, I was just telling Sara about your 

new car. 

 

 

3.        c) They finally _____________ on the business deal. 

 

 

 

4.  

         d) I only go to the cinema _______________. 

 

 

                                                      

 5.                                  

                                                       e) _____________ she’ll tidy up her room.                                                               

                                           

 

 

6.            f) Fuel these days _______________.  

 

 



 

7.                                                

           g) The English test was a ____________. 

 

 

8.  

 

              h) I _______________ about their wedding plans. 

 

 

9.  

               i) I’m really feeling ___________ today; I have a terrible cold. 

 

 

 

10.                                       

                                                     j) By taking my dad on holiday, I _______________. I got to go          

                                                        away but also spend time with him. 

 

Ans- 

a)  you can enjoy two different opportunities at the same time 

b) the person you’re just talking about actually appears at that moment 

c) agreeing with someone 

d) an event that happens infrequently 

e) something that will never happen 

f) something is very expensive 

g) something is very easy 

h) to accidentally reveal a secret 

i) to not feel well 

j) to solve two problems at once 

 

 



JAGDALPUR CLUSTER 

CLASS VI (CHAPTER 9 & 10) 

LEVEL 1 
ACTIVITY 1-SPELL BEE 

This is an oral round. The class will be divided into two or three groups, depending on the class strength. 
The teacher will say a word and students from each group will take turns to spell the word. If one team 
gets it wrong, the word will pass on to the next team. The team that will spell the passed on word correctly 
will get bonus points. The team that has more points is the winner. 

1. DISCOURAGE 
2. SUSPICIOUS 
3. THREATENED 
4. POISONOUS 
5. FRIGHTENING 
6. SCORCHING 
7. TWITTERING 
8. NOURISH 
9. AGGRESSIVE 

10. SQUABBLING 

ACTIVITY 2-GUESS WHAT? 
Given below are the meanings of some words. Read the meaning and the clue and guess the word. 

bite, snake ,fighter, three feet, red, ability, noisiest, mongoose, enemies , Banyan tree 

1. The Indian grey mongoose and others are well known for their …………to fight with cobras. 

2. The mongoose is not immune to the venomous ……… 

3. The mongoose is faster than …….. 

4. The…………is quicker  in motion than the snake. 

5. The Cobra and the mongoose got ready for a fight in a clearing beneath the ………. 

6. The banyan tree is full small……..figs. 

7. During the fig season, the banyan tree is the ………….place in the garden. 

8. Cobra is a skillful and experienced …………… 

9. The cobra knew only ………grey mongoose. 

10. The cobra and mangoose are considered to be the greatest ………… 

 

ACTIVITY 3-WHAT FITS BEST? 
(A) WRITE THE SUITABLE DEGREE 

POSITIVE    COMPARATIVE  SUPERLATIVE  

1.      Tall                  …………………   ………………… 

2.     …………………            Better    ………………… 

3.    Young         …………………   ………………… 

4.     …………………        …………………   Biggest 

5.   Beautiful         …………………   ………………… 

(B) Fill the suitable degree in blanks: 

1. Chennai is ………than Bangalore(hot) 

2. Arvind is the……..boy in the class.(smart) 

3. A fox is ……..than a goat.(clever) 



4. Raj is the ……….of the four brothers.(tall) 

5. Mount Everest is the …………peak in the world. 

ACTIVITY 4 – ANTONYMS 
In the following select the antonyms of the words given below: 

1.REMEMBER- 

2.ALWAYS- 

3.COWARD- 

4.SOLID- 

5.FOOLISH- 

6.STRAIGHT- 

7.INCLUDING- 

8.BRIGHT- 

9.SHARP- 

10.SMALL- 

ACTIVITY 5 - WHERE I AM GOING WRONG? 
CIRCLE THE NAME OF DESERT ANIMALS IN THE WORD SEARCH 

TORTOISE     SPIDER     RATTLESNAKE   HAWK      IGUANA 

VULTURE        CAMEL        RABBIT      COYOTE       MONGOOSE 

C I T A S V U L T U R E F A M 

O G N R C A M E L O W Y H T O 

Y U G C C R K A U O R H K O N 

R A T T L E S N A K E K E R G 

A N E I M Y F E Y L F R P T O 

B A K A E I F D T K X D O O O 

B T C H L O D S P I D E R I S 

I T U Q H J U T R Q S D Q S E 

T A E Y C O Y O T E O F O E K 

E H A W K L P W Q W R N G Y M 

ANSWERS 

Activity no. 2   

1. ability      

2. bite      

3. snake      

4.mangoose 

5. banyan tree 

6. red  

7. noisiest 

8. snake 

9. three feet 

10. enemiest 

 

ACTIVITY NO. 3 

(A) 

1. tall   taller   tallest 

2. good  better   best 



3. young  younger  youngest 

4. big   bigger   biggest 

5. beautiful  more beautiful most beautiful 

(B)  

1. hotter 

2. smartest 

3. cleverer  

4. tallest 

5. highest 

 

ACTIVITY NO. 4 

1. forget   2. never 3. brave 4. liquid 5. sensible 

6.   Curve  7. Excluding 8. dark  9. blunt 10. Big 

LEVEL 2 

ACTIVITY 1-MAKE A LINK 
A student will pick a card and read it aloud to his/her group. The next group member will pick the next 

card with a word associated with the first word. Then the next member will choose the next word 

associated with the second word and this way the team that completes the chain first using all words wins. 

The group members will give the reason as to how each card is related in the chain. 

E.g. Dog- bone-skeleton- 

1. muscles- strength- weakness- 

2. medicines - doctor 

3. Bat-ball-cricket 

4. Farmer-plough 

5. Teacher-student 

6. Seed-water- 

7. Gold-goldsmith 

8. Letter-word 

9. Cotton-cloth- 

10. Cloud-rain- 

 

ACTIVITY 2-FIT ME (CORRECTION OF WORD) 

Choose the relevant word from the box below and use its correct form in the blanks that follow. The first one has 

been underlined as an example. 

 

 

 

Fortunate /Gather / Gentle / Answer /Look /Call / Tower/ Milk/ 

start/cheerful 



1. Diksha is a fortunate girl because she managed to save herself fortunately from an angry dog yesterday. 

2. The children had ______________ for a football match on the community ground. This ______________did 

not please the children who were already playing cricket on the same ground. 

3. One should talk ___________ with his\her elders and youngers. 

_____________shows the true moral standard of a person. 

4. Vijay _____________all the questions asked in the exam today. 

On the other hand, his friend Pratik did not know any________________. 

5. Mother gave an angry_______________ to the disobedient child. 

The boy was not ______________ in his book when his elder brother was helping him to learn to read. 

6. Sandy______________ his mother to know about the health of his uncle. 

Mandy gave a_____________ to his best friend Sandy on the football ground. 

7. Sujata lives near BSNL___________ in Raipur. 

Although Sujata is twelve-year-old but she__________ over her mother. 

8. The farmer was___________ his cow early in the morning. 

              The baby was crying for the___________ when his mother reached home. 

9. Virat Kohli gave a nice ____________ to his team in first ODI. 

Vijay ________________ helping his friends whenever he finds them in a problem. 

10.  She is the most _______________girl of her class. 

She always listens to wise talks of her mother____________. 

 

ACTIVITY 3-GUESS WHAT? 
Here are the meanings of some words. Read the meaning and the clue and guess the word. 

1. A tunnel or a hole (I am a six letter word beginning with letter B) 

        ________________________________ 

2. A vertical rock face ( I am a five  letter word beginning with letter C) 

        _______________________________ 

3. A soft mass of material stuffed into a cloth bag (I am a seven letter word beginning with letter C) 

        ________________________________ 

4. A person who moves slowly. (I am a nine letter word beginning with letter S) 

_______________________________ 

5. One who cannot be beaten, defeated or overcome.  (I am a nine letter word beginning with letter U) 

_______________________________ 

6. Extremely happy or excited ( I am a six  letter word beginning with letter E)  

______________________________ 

7. Of a very high value or worth ( I am an eight letter word beginning with letter P) 

__________________________________ 

8. Being very fine and comfortable ( I am a nine letter word beginning with letter L) 

________________________________ 

9. A collection of valuable things ( I am an eight letter word beginning with letter T) 

_____________________________ 

10. Being Spellbound or enthralled ( I am a ten letter word beginning with letter M) 

________________________________ 

 

ACTIVITY 4-WHAT FITS BEST (HOMOPHONES)? 
       Choose the word that best fits in the blank. 

1. Sumit had a lot of ____________ in his lunch. 

i) dessert                 ii) desert  



2. The grandmother told an interesting _____________ to her children. 

i) tell                    ii) tale 

3. Girl climbed the ______________ in a very short time. 

i) pick                 ii) peak  

4. He was ______________ to all the students. 

i) new                       ii) Knew   

5. The dove is a symbol of ______________. 

i) peace                    ii) piece 

6. The driver applied the _________________ at once to save the dog. 

i) break   ii)  brake 

7. Usually he _____________on the marble floor. into pieces. 

i) sleeps   ii) Slips 

8. Please take a ______________ while talking with children. 

i) pass   ii) Pause 

9. Things ___________ person to person. 

i) vary          ii)  very 

10. We must __________ everyday early in the morning. 

i)   prey   ii)  Pray 

 

ACTIVITY 5-WHERE AM I GOING WRONG? 
One fragment of the sentence of the sentence given below is incorrect. Underline the fragment which you 
think is incorrect. In case you find all fragments correct, underline the last option- No error. 

1. (a)Ajay and Vijay was dancing(b) when it started (c) to rain (d) last evening.  (e) No Error  

2. (a)The party start (b) at five O’ clock (c) in the evening  (d) at Mr. Khan’s Villa.  (d) No Error 

3. (a)Everybody have (b) a book in (c) his/her bag.  (d) here (e) No Error  

4. (a) Sweety distributed (b) sweets between (c) her ten friends (d) just before sometime. (e) No Error 

5. (a)Though, he is a very good student (b) and he hardly  (c) responses (d) in the class. (e)  No Error  

6. (a)When he reached (b) the garden, (c) he find to his great surprise  (d) all his neighbors  there.  (e).  No error  

7. (a)Suhani is  (b)  a obedient  (c) girl as she never say (d) no to her parents.(e).  No error  

8. (a) Peoples were shouting (b) for help (c) in the dark room (d) at paradise hotel.  (e). No error  

9. (a)His famous as (b)  a fair and wise player  (c) soon spreaded throughout (d)  the country. (e). No error  

10. (a) Their were five (b)  players in his team  (c) who could (d) play better than anybody else. (e).  No error 
 

Answers: 

ACTIVITY 1 – Make a Link 

E.g. Dog- bone-skeleton- 

1. muscles- strength- weakness-disease-medicine- health 

2. medicines- doctor- health- strength- 

3. Bat-ball-cricket-over-wicket-four-six-umpire 

4. Farmer-plough- rain-crop-harvest 

5. Teacher-student-teaching-class work- homework 



6. Seed-water-plant-tree-flower-fruit 

7. Gold-goldsmith- ornaments- 

8. Letter-word- sentence-paragraph  

9. Cotton-cloth-shirt-pant-trousers 

10. Cloud-rain- 

ACTIVITY 2 –FIT ME 
Choose the relevant word from the box below and use its correct form in the blanks that follow. The first one has 

been underlined as an example. 

Fortunate /Gather / Gentle / Answer /Look /Call / Tower/ Milk/start/ cheerful 

1. Diksha is a fortunate girl because she managed to save herself fortunately from an angry dog yesterday. 

2. The children had gathered for a football match on the community ground. 

This gathering did not please the children who were already playing cricket on the same ground. 

3. One should talk gently with his\her elders and youngers. 

                Gentleness shows the true moral standard of a person. 

4. Vijay answered all the questions asked in the exam today. 

On the other hand, his friend Pratik did not know any answer. 

5. Mother gave an angry look to the disobedient child. 

The boy was not looking in his book when his elder brother was helping him to learn to read. 

6. Sandy called his mother to know about the health of his uncle. 

Mandy gave a call to his best friend Sandy on the football ground. 

7. Sujata lives near BSNL tower in Raipur. 

Although Sujata is twelve-year-old but she towers over her mother. 

8. The farmer was milking his cow early in the morning. 

              The baby was crying for the milk when his mother reached home. 

9. Virat Kohli gave a nice start to his team in first ODI. 

Vijay starts helping his friends whenever he finds them in a problem. 

10.  She is the most cheerful girl of her class. 

She always listens to wise talks of her mother cheerfully. 

 

ACTIVITY 3- GUESS WHAT? 

Here are the meanings of some words. Read the meaning and the clue and guess the word. 

1. A tunnel or a hole (I am a six letter word beginning with letter B) 

                   Burrow  

2. A vertical rock face ( I am a five  letter word beginning with letter C) 

                 Cliff  

3. A soft mass of material stuffed into a cloth bag (I am a seven letter word beginning with letter C) 

                   Cushion   

4. A person who moves slowly. (I am a nine letter word beginning with letter S) 

Slowcoach  

5. One who cannot be beaten, defeated or overcome.  (I am a nine letter word beginning with letter U) 

unbeatable 

6. Extremely happy or excited ( I am a six  letter word beginning with letter E)  

Elated  

7. Of a very high value or worth ( I am an eight letter word beginning with letter P) 

 Precious  



8. Being very fine and comfortable ( I am a nine letter word beginning with letter L) 

  Luxurious  

9. A collection of valuable things ( I am an eight letter word beginning with letter T) 

        Treasure  

10. Being Spellbound or enthralled ( I am a ten letter word beginning with letter M) 

  Mesmerized  

ACTIVITY 4- WHAT FITS BEST? 
Choose the word that best fits in the blank. 
1. Sumit had a lot of ____________ in his lunch. 

i) dessert                  ii) desert  

2. The grandmother told an interesting _____________ to her children. 

i) tell                  ii) tale 

3. Girl climbed the ______________ in a very short time. 

i) pick                ii) peak  

4. He was ______________ to all the students. 

i) new                      ii) Knew   

5. The dove is a symbol of ______________. 

               i. peace                   ii) piece 

6. The driver applied the _________________ at once to save the dog. 

                i.  break  ii.  brake 

7. Usually he _____________on the marble. 

                i. sleeps  ii. slips 

8. Please take a ______________ while talking with children. 

              i. pass  ii. Pause 

9. Things ___________ person to person. 

              i. vary        ii.  very 

10. We must __________ everyday early in the morning. 

              i. prey  ii.  Pray 

ACTIVITY 5- WHERE AM I GOING WRONG? 

One fragment of the sentences given below is incorrect. Underline the fragment which you think is incorrect. In 

case you find all fragments correct, underline the last option – No error. 

1. (a)Ajay and Vijay was dancing(b) when it started (c) to rain (d) last evening.  (e) No Error   

2. (a)The party start (b) at five O’ clock (c) in the evening  (d) at Mr. Khan’s Villa.  (d) No Error 

3. (a)Everybody have (b) a book in (c) his/her bag.  (d) here (e) No Error  

4. (a) Sweety distributed (b) sweets between (c) her ten friends (d) just before sometime. (e) No Error 

5. (a)Though, he is a very good student (b) and he hardly  (c) responses (d) in the class. (e)  No Error  

6. (a)When he reached (b) the garden, (c) he find to his great surprise  (d) all his neighbours  there.  (e).  No error  

7. (a)Suhani is  (b)  a obedient  (c) girl as she never say (d) no to her parents.(e).  No error  

8. (a) Peoples were shouting (b) for help (c) in the dark room (d) at paradise hotel.  (e). No error  

9. (a)His famous as (b)  a fair and wise player  (c) soon spreaded throughout (d)  the country. (e). No error  

10. (a) Their were five (b)  players in his team  (c) who could (d) play better than anybody else. (e).  No error  

 



LEVEL 3 
ACTIVITY 1-SPELL BEE 

This is an oral round. The class will be divided into two or three groups, depending on the class strength. 

The teacher will say a word and students from each group will take turns to spell the words. If one team 

gets it wrong, the word will pass on to the next team. The team that will spell the passed on word correctly 

will get bonus points. The team that has more points is the winner. 

1. Very hot:                                SC _ RC _ ING 

2. Small ground squirrels:           _ HIP _ UNKS 

3. Search for food:              F _ R _ GE 

4. Watch secretly:   S _ Y 

5. A part shaped like bag:       _ AC _ 

6. Pull up:                                     _ TO _ 

7. Phantom:    _ HO _ T        

8. Yellow internal part of an egg:  _ O _ K 

9. The process of decaying:  _ O _ 

10.  An animal:    _ _ EAT_ RE 

 

ACTIVITY 2- CORRECT ME PLEASE 

The words here are wrongly spelt. Write correct spellings in the space provided. 

1. Skreamed   -   ___________ 

2. Summersaults   -   ___________ 

3. Seperate   -   ___________ 

4. Spektaters   -   ___________ 

5. Pridater    -   ___________ 

6. Doones      -   ___________ 

7. Pleisure     -   ___________ 

8. Aproach   -   ___________ 

9. Cushon      -   ___________ 

10.  Suable    -   ___________ 

 

ACTIVITY 3-HOW AM I RELATED? 
Here are pair of words that are connected by some rule or similarity. Choose the pair that best relates to 
the pair given. 

1. Desert: Camel :: _________ : Elephant 

a) air  b) land  c) water 

2. Cricket: umpire :: Football : ____________ 

a) Keeper  b) captain c) referee 

3. musician: instrument :: singer : ____________ 

a) flute b) voice c) choir 

4. Warm: cool :: bitter : ____________ 

a) sweet  b) sour  c) salty 



5.  Hour: second :: Metre : ____________ 
a) kilometer  b) centimeter c) millimeter 

6. Look : sight :: _________ : sense 
b) Feel  b) taste  c) listen 

7. : Panchatantra:: Vishnu Sharma : Jungle Book :  ____ 
a) Rudyard Kipling b)Ruskin Bond    c)Indira David 

8. Paw: cat :: hoof : ____________ 
b) Lion   b) elephant   c) horse 

9. Fear: threat :: anger : ____________ 
b) panic  b) provoke  c) force 

10. Time: clock :: _______ : thermometer 
b) heat  b) radiation c) temperature 

 
ACTIVITY 4- WHAT’S MY OPPOSITE? 

Select the Antonyms of the words from the given options: 
1. DRIED 

a. Wet   b. damp    c. muddy   
2. SHARP 

a. rough  b. blunt  c. thick 
3. GLISTEN 

a. shine  b. dim   c. glow  
4. FEARLESS 

a. Afraid  b. timid  c. shy 
5. WEIRD 

a. uncanny  b. ordinary  c. strange d. eerie 
6. DARK 

a. grey   b. fair     c. black   
7. SILENCE 

a. quiet  b. noise  c. calm 
8. ADMIT 

a. accept  b. deny  c. concern  
9. REMEMBER 

a. know  b. forget  c. recall 
10. INSULT 

a. honour  b. humiliate  c. tease 
 

 

ACTIVITY 5- INCREDIBLE IDIOMS 

Match the idioms with their meaning: 

11. Easier said than done To make an extra effort 

12. Crying wolf To be out of place 
13. Butterflies in my stomach Virtually impossible to find 

14. 24/7 You can find good in every bad situation 

15. In the nick of time To be nervous 

16. Hang in there all the time; constantly 
17. Go the extra mile Not as easy as it appears to be 

18. Fish out of water To ask for help when you don't need it 

19. Finding a needle in a haystack Almost too late 



20. Every cloud has a silver lining:  Be patient. Wait it out 

1. My little sister irritates me ………….! 

2. Amit had ……………before he went on stage to play the violin. 

3. You have ………… so many times that no one believes you when you're really hurt.  

4. You want me to come to work at 6:00 AM?...................................! 

5. Even though you just got fired, remember that……………………—at least you don’t have to work for that 

grouchy boss anymore! 

6. Trying to get a new job these days is like trying to……………………  

7. Tom felt like  ……………….. at the Star Trek convention his new girlfriend begged him to attend. 

8. My dentist always goes ……………, offering free back massages at the end of a stressful tooth 

extraction.  

9. I know you're struggling right now in school but just  …………… It'll get easier. I promise.  

10. You gave me that main idea help  ……………………….. my teacher just gave us a quiz on that reading 

skill and I passed it! 

 

ANSWERS 

I. SPELLBEE 

1. Very hot:                                SCORCHING 

2. Small ground squirrels:         CHIPMUNKS 

3. Search for food:              FORAGE 

4. Watch secretly:   SPY 

5. A part shaped like bag:       SACS 

6. Pull up:                                   STOP 

7. Phantom:    GHOST        

8. Yellow internal part of an egg:  YOLK 

9. The process of decaying:  ROT 

10.  An animal:   CREATURE 

 

II . CORRECT ME PLEASE! 

1.      Skreamed  -  Screamed 

2.      Summersaults  -  Somersaults 

3.      Seperate   -  Separate 

4.      Spektaters  -  Spectators 

5. Pridater    -  Predator 

6. Doones     -  Dunes 

7. Pleisure     -  Pleasure   

8. Aproach   -  Approach  

9. Cushon      -  Cushion  

10.  Sutable    -  Suitable  

 

https://www.thoughtco.com/how-to-find-the-main-idea-3212047


                                                           III . HOW AM I RELEATED? 

Desert: Camel :: _________ : Elephant   b) land  

Cricket: umpire :: Football ______    c) referee 

musician: instrument :: singer : ____________ b) voice 

Warm: cool :: bitter : ____________    a) sweet 

Hour: second :: Metre : ___________   c) millimetre 

Look : sight :: _________ : sense       a) Feel   

Panchatantra:: Vishnu Sharma : Jungle Book :  ____a) Rudyard Kipling  

Paw: cat :: hoof : ____________     c) horse 

Fear: threat :: anger : ___________    b) provoke 

Time: clock :: _______ : thermometer    c) temperature 

 

IV. WHAT’S MY OPPOSITE? 

1. DRIED   a) Wet    

2. SHARP   b) blunt   

3. GLISTEN   b) dim 

4. FEARLESS  a)Afraid   

5. WEIRD   b) ordinary 

6. DARK   b) fair    

7. SILENCE   b) noise  

8. ADMIT    b) deny  

9. REMEMBER      b) forget  

10. INSULT   a) honour  

 

V. INCREDIBLE IDIOMS 

Match the following idioms with their meanings 

S.no. Idioms meanings 

1 Easier said than done Not as easy as it appears to be 

2 Crying wolf To ask for help when you don't need it 
3 Butterflies in my stomach To be nervous 

4 24/7 all the time; constantly 

5 In the nick of time Almost too late 

6 Hang in there Be patient. Wait it out 
7 Go the extra mile To make an extra effort 

8 Fish out of water To be out of place 

9 Finding a needle in a haystack Virtually impossible to find.  

10 Every cloud has a silver lining:  You can find good in every bad situation 

 

1. My little sister irritates me 24/7! 

2. Amit had butterflies in his stomach before he went on stage to play the violin. 



3. You have cried wolf so many times that no one believes you when you're really hurt. 
4. You want me to come to work at 6:00 AM Easier said than done! 
5. Even though you just got fired, remember that every cloud has a silver lining at least you don’t have 
to work for that grouchy boss anymore! 
6. Trying to get a new job these days is like trying to find a needle in a haystack. 
7. Tom felt like a fish out of water at the Star Trek convention his new girlfriend begged him to attend. 
8. My dentist always goes ……………, offering free back massages at the end of a stressful tooth 
extraction.  
9. I know you're struggling right now in school but just  hang in there It'll get easier. I promise.  
10. You gave me that main idea help  in the nick of time my teacher just gave us a quiz on that reading 
skill and I passed it! 

 

1. Fish out of water: To be out of place. Tom felt like a fish out of water at the Star Trek convention his 
new girlfriend begged him to attend. 

2. Get something off your chest: To talk about something that has been bothering you for a long time; 
to admit something you have done wrong. I have to get this off my chest—I copied your answers on 
the SAT. Thanks for the 15th percentile score, by the way.  

3. Give it a whirl: To try something. I’ve never gone kite-boarding, but I’m prepared to give it a whirl! 
4. Go down in flames: To fail suddenly and spectacularly. The football player's career went down in 

flames after the media learned he'd been losing on purpose to settle gambling debts.  
5. Go the extra mile: To make an extra effort. My dentist always goes the extra mile, offering free back 

massages at the end of a stressful tooth extraction.  
6. Hang in there: Be patient. Wait it out. I know you're struggling right now in school but just hang in 

there. It'll get easier. I promise.  
7. In the fast lane: A life filled with excitement. When Curtis turned forty, he decided he needed to live 

life in the fast lane, so he quit his job as a dentist and decided to tour Europe by motorcycle. 
8. In the nick of time: Almost too late. You gave me that main idea help in the nick of time—my 

teacher just gave us a quiz on that reading skill and I passed it! 
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